An accepted approach to seeking to change clinical practice assumes a fairly straightforward relation between clinical evidence, the development and publication of national guidelines, the acknowledgement of national guidelines in local protocols, and the day to day behaviour of clinicians. The notion that we can understand these relations in terms of a single input-output linear model is considerably challenged by any work which examines any part of this assumed process. Relating research to practice involves effective communication, and therefore mutual understanding, between the inhabitants of four very different worlds-each of which has its own characteristic institutions, organisations, language, and systems for training, accreditation, and socialisation as well as typical sets of activities and mind sets.
formulated, hypotheses are generated, clinical trials are designed, data collected, results deduced, and publications made. The natural scientific ethos prevails; work is subject to peer review, paradigms are built up, and debates are conducted within given paradigms on aspects of scientific method relating to issues of rigour, validity, and reproducibility within closely defined studies. Issues of wider application of basic research findings are less often discussed. Issues are raised about the extent to which randomised control trials can be generalised and subsequently applied to identified populations, and even the best designed studies show findings in probabilities rather than absolutes. Although the frailties of science are the subject of great internal debate within the scientific communities, they are often lost when the evidence is moved over the boundary between scientist practitioners and the nonscientist disseminator, interpreter, or clinical practitioner. , and yet even with this degree of endorsement we find justified non-compliance. The justifications concern the adequacy or completeness of the evidence, the applicability of the evidence in the local scene, the view that clinical trials did not reflect the population that clinicians were seeing or were not sufficiently well structured to show long term outcomes, and concerns about the local capacity to act on the evidence.
Their study therefore considers the relation between my second and third worlds; between the national and local guidelines. Arguably these two, of all four worlds, are likely to be the most compatible in outlook and orientation, as both are concerned with the distillation of evidence into practical guidelines. The inhabitants of these second and third worlds are aware of their position as communicators, integrators, or gatekeepers between research and practice. They seek to evaluate the applicability and strength of evidence and to make it accessible to the audiences with whom they wish to engage. But this does not give them quadruple, triple, or even dual citizenship between the worlds, unless they can really appreciate the pressures, priorities, languages, and preoccupation of the other worlds.
Few clinicians will be surprised by the findings of Berrow et all that in circumstances in which there is considerable knowledge about evidence based on research, as in the case of the effectiveness in childbirth recommendations, none the less, formal local policy does not always or mostly follow research based national guidelines. In a comparative study of three units in one district they investigate 12 aspects of unit policy. In seven cases the policies were congruent with research evidence; in five cases there was either no policy or the policies were at odds with the recommendations from the research evidence.
The conclusion is that information alone, or even shared knowledge, does not secure formal changes in local policy.
Furthermore we can speculate that even if policy is in line with evidence, local practice may not be in line with local policy.
The subjective reports of clinicians illustrate common problems with the use of evidence. To take our understanding of the relation of research and practice further, we need to consider a whole continuum from raw experimental or trial data, to include the way in which these data are interpreted and the implications of that interpretation for policy and for practice. As the authors show us we cannot assume a necessary relation between any steps in this cognitive and cultural process. A sociology of knowledge can provide us with some useful guidance on how we might approach this matter. We need to understand the ways in which meaning is given to different pieces of evidence wherever that evidence comes from. An acknowledgement of contested information, of tacit knowledge, and of the organisation and cultural context in which evidence generated is received, used, and interpreted is vitally important.
So, given these complexities and diversities within and between the four worlds, can research relate to practice? My response to this is only if we can develop a great deal of mutual understanding about and between these different worlds. The complexities of the system in which the four worlds coexist needs to be understood better and changes sought in the ways each conducts its own business as well as the ways it relates to the others. 
